
With Brief Account Of General Sully Indian
Expedition In 1864
The Dakota War of 1862 was a conflict between the United States and the
Dakota people in the Minnesota Territory. The war began after a group of
Dakota warriors killed a group of white settlers near Acton, Minnesota. In
response, the United States government sent troops to the territory to quell
the uprising.

One of the most important military campaigns of the Dakota War was
General Sully's Indian Expedition of 1864. The expedition was led by
Brigadier General Alfred Sully, and it was tasked with defeating the Dakota
warriors and driving them out of the Minnesota Territory.
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Sully's expedition began in May 1864. He led a force of over 2,000 soldiers
into the Dakota Territory. The expedition traveled through the territory,
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destroying Dakota villages and killing Dakota warriors. Sully's expedition
was successful in defeating the Dakota warriors and driving them out of the
Minnesota Territory.

The book "With Brief Account Of General Sully Indian Expedition In 1864"
tells the story of Sully's expedition. The book is based on the journals of
Sully and other members of the expedition. It provides a detailed account of
the events of the expedition, including the battles that were fought and the
aftermath of the war.

The book is a valuable resource for anyone interested in the history of the
Dakota War of 1862. It provides a firsthand account of one of the most
important military campaigns of the war.
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Chapter 1: The Outbreak of the Dakota War

The Dakota War of 1862 began after a group of Dakota warriors killed a
group of white settlers near Acton, Minnesota. The settlers had been
trespassing on Dakota land, and the Dakota warriors were angry at the
settlers for taking their land.



The Dakota warriors then went on a rampage, killing and scalping white
settlers. The settlers were unprepared for the attack, and many of them
were killed. The Dakota warriors also burned down many of the settlers'
homes and farms.

The Dakota War quickly spread throughout the Minnesota Territory. The
Dakota warriors attacked settlements all over the territory, and they killed
hundreds of white settlers. The settlers were terrified, and they fled their
homes.

Chapter 2: General Sully's Expedition

In response to the Dakota War, the United States government sent troops
to the Minnesota Territory to quell the uprising. One of the most important
military campaigns of the war was General Sully's Indian Expedition of
1864.

Sully's expedition was led by Brigadier General Alfred Sully, and it was
tasked with defeating the Dakota warriors and driving them out of the
Minnesota Territory. Sully led a force of over 2,000 soldiers into the territory.

Sully's expedition traveled through the territory, destroying Dakota villages
and killing Dakota warriors. Sully's expedition was successful in defeating
the Dakota warriors and driving them out of the Minnesota Territory.

Chapter 3: The Battle of Whitestone Hill

One of the most important battles of Sully's expedition was the Battle of
Whitestone Hill. The battle took place on September 3, 1863, near the
Whitestone River in Dakota Territory.



Sully's forces attacked a group of Dakota warriors who were camped near
the river. The Dakota warriors fought back fiercely, but Sully's forces were
too strong. The Dakota warriors were defeated, and Sully's forces killed
over 100 Dakota warriors.

The Battle of Whitestone Hill was a major victory for Sully's expedition. It
broke the back of the Dakota resistance, and it helped to drive the Dakota
warriors out of the Minnesota Territory.

Chapter 4: The Battle of Killdeer Mountain

Another important battle of Sully's expedition was the Battle of Killdeer
Mountain. The battle took place on July 28, 1864, near Killdeer Mountain in
Dakota Territory.

Sully's forces attacked a group of Dakota warriors who were camped near
the mountain. The Dakota warriors fought back fiercely, but Sully's forces
were too strong. The Dakota warriors were defeated, and Sully's forces
killed over 50 Dakota warriors.

The Battle of Killdeer Mountain was another major victory for Sully's
expedition. It helped to drive the Dakota warriors out of the Minnesota
Territory, and it paved the way for the end of the Dakota War.

Chapter 5: The Aftermath of the War

The Dakota War of 1862 ended in 1865. The Dakota warriors were
defeated, and they were forced to sign a treaty with the United States
government. The treaty gave the United States government control over
the Dakota Territory.



The Dakota War had a devastating impact on the Dakota people. Hundreds
of Dakota warriors were killed, and thousands of Dakota people were
forced to leave their homes. The Dakota people were also stripped of their
land, and they were forced to live on reservations.

The Dakota War is a tragic chapter in American history. It is a reminder of
the violence and injustice that the United States government has inflicted
on Native Americans.

The book "With Brief Account Of General Sully Indian Expedition In 1864"
is a valuable resource for anyone interested in the history of the Dakota
War of 1862. It provides a firsthand account of one of the most important
military campaigns of the war.

The book is well-written and informative. It is a must-read for anyone
interested in the history of the Dakota War or the history of the American
West.
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